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COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL
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 The aim of this commercial is to show verticality of the brand. 
Hashtag #MAC4YOU carries the idea of bringing in a variety of 

looks which can be created using the same MAC products which 
they have already had for a while but in a new creative way - the 

styles of make up which will be presented in the second half of the 
video 
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MODELS
The modes which I was going initially going yo use were people I 
didn’t personally know which was stressing me out because I didn’t 
know who were the people and how well we will understand each 
other and the idea is going to be right, and then was the time i 
realised I want to use my friends. 

The idea for the models is still to cary a range of people in my 
commercial supporting the idea of the brand being diverse and 
innovative. 

In my idea surely I would like to also use one or two boys in my 
video was MAC brand is gender neutral. 
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FIRST PART

second part

I used people who are beautiful to me and in my opinion can 
sell the image - they are all real people who are my friends, 
who do not have a very skinny structured faces, they are just 
pretty people like any one - and these are the people with the 
beautiful facial features who should be on MAC insgtream and 
promote their products of a basic social media post 

- not a super glam photoshoot.

- nor the interesting make up BUT a regular person could not 
recreate it. 
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• tests shots from the second scene

• emergency model change

Due to very hard organisation of the dates with the girls, the models 
had to be switched for different shots with in the cast of part A 
models.

This is the only part of the 
video which was shot on 

actual Canon EOS R - and 
it was very tricky as it was 

very heavy so that 
afterwards I decided to film 

on the new IPhone
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AIM OF SECONd PART
The aim of the second part is not to create bold 
innovative make up looks which would be fun a nd cool 
- and possible to wear on a night out.

The ideas behind these looks and to get inspired, to 
work with these looks and develop them, to make then 
more artistic and what suits you the most. 

Through these experimental looks I want to show the 
brave identity and the variety of colours and pigments 
which MAC has and had for a long time! And ways of 
how would you use these products - bringing more 
attention to the brand
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LOGISTICS

Organising this shoot was pretty hard as I have different shots 
which will include different people in each one of them.

The initial first past of the video is still divided into two set of 
video shots: It was quite hard to arrange the first three girls in 
the shot because non of them could fo the same dates.

In order to organise all three days of the shoot I organised 2 
Whats App groups, where all the details of the shoot were 
disused
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During the process of the shoot , 
the male model had to be changed, 

and the make up artist cancelled 
the day before the shoot. 

It had put me under a lot of 
pressure but I’m happy with the 

result, at the end of the day models 
and I were doing all the make up Discussing make up ideas with 

the make up artist who dropped 
out of the shoot - last minute



As a reflection of my last year I decided to push my self to my 
fullest ability and start the module giving me plenty of time 
before deadlines. 

I tried planing and 
making little notes 
on my laptop 
desktop for myself 
in order to 
remember little 
things I had 
planned and 
wanted to add to 
my project.
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organisation
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#MAC4YOU  
MAC inspires 
Generation Z to 
be who they

It came to my 
attention that MAC 
Cosmetics does not 

have as much 
activity as it could 

be, releasing a new 
commercial with 

following tutorial of 
original ways of 

wearing make up
To reach out to the target Gen Z, the videos and 

photos which I will take are going to be uploaded on 
Instagram, Youtube, Fashion / Make up related 

interacting platforms which Gen Z uses i.e. Glamour  
website.
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A mock up of a post on MAC’s 
instagram page linking up to 

speculative products.

Also the models which are used in 
the video are age and appearance 

related to Gen Z.



CREATING THE MAKE UP LOOKS PT 2
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For the innovative looks we used to create colour eye shadows, 
we used blush on eyes and stuck on reign-stones, also we 

experimented with a used of colour all over the face and original 
colourful cut crease look with a winder eyeliner, referring back to 
the ‘classing way’ but showing and example of a new brave of 

wearing eye liner and cut crease.
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TEST SHOTS
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